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1. THE NATURE OF GOVERNMENT

MONTAGE: Pictures showing governments raping, pillaging and slaughtering men, women and children over the centuries.

NARRATOR
Human history hides an ugly fact, a fact few historians confront. That fact is: governments tend to be mass-killing machines ... and ANY government has the potential to become one.

TITLE: Slow roll over:

61,911,000 killed -- Soviet Gulag State
35,236,000 killed -- Communist China
20,946,000 killed -- Nazi Germany
5,964,000 killed -- Japanese Military
2,035,000 killed -- Khmer Rouge State
1,883,000 killed -- Turkey's Genocidal Purges
1,670,000 killed -- Vietnamese War State
1,663,000 killed -- Orwellian North Korea
1,585,000 killed -- Poland's Ethnic Cleansing
1,503,000 killed -- Pakistani State
1,417,000 killed -- Barbarous Mexico
1,072,000 killed -- Tito's Slaughterhouse
1,066,000 killed -- Feudal Russia
1.23 Mill killed -- Other www.hawaii.edu/powerkills/20TH.HTM

In the 20th Century governments have killed over 262,000,000 of their own citizens -- and this doesn't even include wars.

But what should be no surprise is ALL OF THESE CITIZENS WERE UNARMED.

Over 262,000,000 men, women and children were shot, beaten, knifed, burnt, tortured, starved, frozen, crushed or worked to death by their government.
Ruled by "leaders" like Stalin, Mao Tse-tung, Hitler and Pol Pot, these BAD GUYS WITH GUNS brutalized their unarmed citizens and there was nothing they could do.

And it was even worse prior to the 20th Century.

From the dawn of government 5,000 years ago in Ancient Sumer -- governments have tortured, stabbed, buried alive, drowned, hung, decapitated, and slaughtered their citizens by the millions. The victims always unarmed, helpless, hapless and hopeless.

2. HISTORY OF GOVERNMENTS

Known as kingdoms, city states, regimes, dictatorships, nations and even democracies, a government is little more than a group of people who have been able to amass enough power to command -- and kill -- the rest of the people around them.

Thus, through the ages, kings, emperors, sultans, khans and all manner of "rulers" have captured little towns and cities; raped, pillaged and massacred their populations; and left entire lands burnt and in ruins.

Hebrew kings would put to the sword all those they conquered. Assyrian rulers would reward their soldiers for every severed head, ear, nose or hand they brought home -- especially the body parts of nobles.

The ruler of Sargon had the king of Damascus burned alive, his wives and daughters raped and placed into harems. Entire populations have routinely been massacred by ancient armies, the heads of unarmed victims brought back as trophies so numerous they could only be counted by full-time, royal scribes.
And slaughter like this went on for centuries, not only in classical times, but as recently as 1210 when church and state were still linked. Christian crusaders captured hundreds of soldiers, gouged out their eyes and had them led into Cabaret by a one-eyed man.

Yes, this is what governments do: torture, massacre, rape, pillage and enslave -- and they have been doing this for 5,000 years. This is the nature of government and WHY the Framers of the U.S. Constitution affirmed that the "right of the people to keep and bear arms" is "necessary."

For when the gun was invented it became the common man's defense against the power of a tyrannical state. It became the common man's defense against the power of the sword, for the sword has killed millions of times more the last 5,000 years than the gun.

This is why the American Founders wrote the right to "keep and bear arms" into the Second Amendment and the three Militia Clauses of the U.S. Constitution.

But today this right is being threatened by people known as the "gun-control lobby."

TITLE: What is Gun-Control

The Soviet Union established gun control in 1929: From 1929 to 1953, about 20 million dissidents, unable to defend themselves, were rounded up and exterminated.

Turkey established gun control in 1911: From 1915 to 1917, 1.5 million Armenians, unable to defend themselves, were rounded up and exterminated.

Germany established gun control in 1938: From 1939 to 1945, a total of 13 million Jews and others who were unable to defend themselves were rounded up and exterminated.
China established gun control in 1935: From 1948 to 1952, 20 million political dissidents, unable to defend themselves, were rounded up and exterminated.

Guatemala established gun control in 1964: From 1964 to 1981, 100,000 Mayan Indians, unable to defend themselves, were rounded up and exterminated.

Uganda established gun control in 1970: From 1971 to 1979, 300,000 Christians, unable to defend themselves, were rounded up and exterminated.

Cambodia established gun control in 1956: From 1975 to 1977, one million educated people, unable to defend themselves, were rounded up and exterminated.

SWITZERLAND ISSUES A GUN TO EVERY HOUSEHOLD! SWITZERLAND'S GOVERNMENT ISSUES AND TRAINS EVERY ADULT IN THE USE OF A RIFLE. SWITZERLAND HAS THE LOWEST GUN RELATED CRIME RATE OF ANY CIVILIZED COUNTRY IN THE WORLD!!!

The gun-control lobby wants to infringe the right to keep and bear by fully or partially disarming U.S. citizens. The "gun-control lobby" through their lackies in the Mainstream Media, uses the horrifying mass shootings as "justification" for disarmament.

It is against this background we must take a look at BOTH mass shootings and tyrannical governments and assess the overall threats and risks presented by each. (beat)

3. HISTORY OF MASS SHOOTINGS

The FBI defines "mass shooting" as 4 or more people killed, not including the perpetrator. We will use that definition in this film.

History documents that there was but 1 mass shooting in 150 years of Colonial America and that event was at Enoch Brown School where 10 were killed on July 26th, 1764 by 4 Lenape Indians.
Of course the Colonists killed endless Native Americans before and after the Enoch Brown massacre, but in general Americans weren't shooting each other.

In fact the very first intra-citizen shooting didn't happen until 1893 when 4 were killed at a high school dance in Plain Dealing, Louisiana.

Five years later, in 1898, there was another shooting of 6 at a school exhibition in Charlestown, West Virginia.

No further mass shootings happened in the 19th Century until 1940 when 5 kids were killed in South Pasadena Junior High and then in 1949 when 13 people were killed in a neighborhood in Camden, New Jersey.

TITLE:
Mass Shootings Colonial America to present:

18th Century Colonial America:
26 Jul 1764 – Enoch Brown School, 10 were killed by 4 Lenape Indians.

19th Century:
1893 – High School Dance, Plain Dealing, Louisiana, 4 killed
1898 – School exhibition, Charlestown, West Virginia 6 killed

20th Century:
01 May 1940 – South Pasadena Junior High, CA 5 killed
06 Sep 1949 – Cramer Hill neighborhood, Camden, NJ 13 killed Howard Unruh
01 Aug 1966 – University of Texas, Austin, TX 17 killed by Charles Whitman
18 Jul 1984 - McDonald's Restaurant, San Ysidor, CA  21 killed by James Huberty

20 Aug 1986 - Post Office, Edmond, OK 14 killed by Patrick Sherrill

16 Oct 1991 - Luby's Cafeteria, Killeen, TX 23 killed by George Hennard

20 Apr 1999 - Columbine High School, Columbine, CO 13 killed by Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold

21st Century:

16 Apr 2007 - Virginia Tech, Blackburg, VA  33 killed by Seung Hui Cho.

03 Apr 2009 - Am Civic Association, Bringhamton, NY 12 killed by Jiverly Antares Wong

05 Nov 2009 - Soldier Readiness Center, Fort Hood, TX 13 killed by Nidal Hasan

20 Jul 2012 - Century 16 Movie Theater, Aurora, CO 12 killed by James Holmes

14 Dec 2012 - Sandy Hook Elementary, Newtown, CT  27 killed by Adam Lanza.

02 Dec 2015 - Inland Regional Center, San Bernardino, CA 14 killed by Syed Rizwan Farook and Tashfeen Malik

12 Jun 2016 - Pulse Nightclub, Orlando, FL 49 killed by Omar Mateen

05 Nov 2017 - First Baptist Church, Sutherland Springs, TX 27 killed by Devin Kelley

01 Oct 2017 - Harvest Festival Concert, Las Vegas, NV 59 killed by Stephen Paddock

14 Mar 2018 - Marjory Stoneman High, Parkland, FL 17 killed by Nikolas Cruz

NARRATOR
After the shooting in Camden, there were 15 more mass shootings up to the present day.
This gives us a total of 20 mass shootings with 389 citizens killed from Colonial America to the year two thousand eighteen, 369 of these killed in the 20th Century.

So let's sum it up:

Governments have killed about 262,000,000 citizens in the past 100 years and mass shooters have killed about 369 citizens in the past 100 years.

If these statistics are correct, simple math tells us that governments have killed about 700,000 times more citizens than mass shooters.

So who's the bigger risk: armed citizens or tyrannical governments?

Obviously armed citizens, inappropriately using guns, are a more prevalent risk, however a tyrannical government is a more existential risk. With over 300 million guns in the United States today, the probability of accidents and mass shootings is far greater than the probability of tyranny -- BUT, a government gone rogue is ORDERS OF MAGNITUDE more sever.

A tyrannical government is a threat to the EXISTENCE of an entire NATION, not a threat to a SCHOOL, CHURCH, or public space with a limited number of citizens.

So, given an understanding of the difference between the risk of "armed citizens" and the risk of "tyrannical governments" -- a risk that is orders of magnitude, even existential -- why would ANYONE want to "infringe" the right of citizens to "keep and bear arms" unless they are profoundly ignorant of history OR they have some hidden agenda?
We will take a serious look at this question, but first let's summarize the reasons we "keep and bear arms".

4. REASONS WE KEEP AND BEAR

TITLE: Five Primary Reasons We Keep and Bear:

1. Deterrent against tyranny
2. Constitutional Militia Duty
3. Self Defense
4. Hunting
5. Sports

Other than self-defense against tyrannical governments and mass shooters, guns are useful for hunting and sporting activities, like skeet and target shooting. Rifles and shotguns are the most common guns used for hunting and sports while youngsters often use BB-guns and pellet guns for target practice.

Sports and hunting -- and even self-defense against mass shooters -- are fairly straightforward, but what kind of arms would be necessary to defend citizens from a tyrannical government, such as the ones we have seen throughout history?

TITLE: Weapon Purposes:

Handguns: self-defense
Rifles: sports & hunting
Shotguns: hunting & sports
Semi Automatic rifles: self-defense, Militia duty
Weapons of War: Militia duty, deterrent against tyranny

The answer to that question is easy: the same kind of weapons such tyrannical government would use against its citizens. And this is exactly what the U.S.
Constitution provides for in, not only the Second Amendment, but in Article I, Section 8, Clause 15.

Article I, Section 8, Clause 15 says the well-regulated Militia acknowledged in the Second Amendment is supposed to be used to "execute the laws of the Union, suppress insurrections and repel invasions."

Again, what kind of weapons are needed to repel invasions and suppress insurrections: muskets and BB-guns? No, the weapons needed are not only handguns, rifles and shotguns, but AR-15s and M-4s, what the Supreme Court has called "weapons of war."

As discussed earlier, governments have killed hundreds of millions of their own citizens down through the centuries.

Had these citizens been armed with "weapons of war" we would never have seen the Soviet Gulag, Nazi concentration camps, the Khmer Rouge, Turkey's purges or Tito's slaughterhouse.

But citizens need more than just weapons, they need training.

And this is the exact reason the Founders stated that a "well regulated MILITIA" is "necessary."

A well-regulated Militia is thus a group of well-trained citizens. It is not the police, the Army, the Navy or the National Guard. It's regular citizens in all 50 states exercising their right to "keep and bear arms" for individual self-defense AND community self-defense.

A Constitutional Militia is thus a community of self-defense -- an institution that serves to back up the vital "deterrent against tyranny."
The Militia thus serves the most important reasons WE THE PEOPLE must "keep and bear arms" -- as a DETERRENT against tyranny and as an ADDRESS of tyranny.

5. THE GUN-CONTROL LOBBY

NARRATOR
But some do not agree. They see the mass shootings and all they can proffer as a solution is to take away guns, especially weapons of war. This is the gun-control lobby actively attempting to infringe the Second Amendment.

With the help of the Mainstream Media, the gun-control lobby, by systematically OMITTING the two most important reasons we "keep and bear" -- a "deterrent against tyranny" and "Militia duty" -- make ownership of "weapons of war" look unnecessary, if not foolish.

But what's more foolish: being another victim of a tyrannical government, or being able to respond? The U.S. Founders would say the former -- and this is why they gave us all 27 words of the Second Amendment and the 3 Militia Clauses in the Constitution.

But what the "gun-control lobby" and the Mainstream Media always fail to mention is this: any body of citizens that can respond to a mass shooting can also respond to a tyrannical government.

Mass-killing psychopaths are in the halls of Congress as well the halls of Academia.

Surrounded by all manner of body guards and private security, the gun-control lobby wants weapons to defend themselves, but no one else.
Their answer is always more police state, but never a revitalized Militia System or "good guys with guns."

Every one of the governments that has slaughtered their citizens were police states. There were no "good guys with guns" allowed. Given this, it's safe to say police states don't work so well.

But if you're not sure about this point, watch one of our earlier documentaries, MOLON LABE, to get a better idea of what a police state is.

So again, here are the 5 reasons citizens -- of any country -- should insist on being armed rather than relying on a police state:

**TITLE:**

1. Deterrent against tyranny - weapons of war
2. Constitutional Militia Service - weapons of war
3. Self-Defense - handguns, rifles, shotguns
4. Hunting - rifles, shotguns
5. Sports - rifles, shotguns

**NARRATOR**

One, deterrent against tyranny; two, Constitutional duty to serve in the State Militia System; three, self-defense; four, hunting; and five, sports. (beat)

Let's now take a closer look at self-defense, and see how "good guys with guns" -- as a metaphor for the Militia System -- can stop mass shootings.

The right to "keep and bear arms" for self-defense is NOT a right granted by any government. It's an inalienable right granted by God -- the Deity, Nature, the Universe or whatever term you prefer.
And had citizens realized they had this right 5,000 years ago, history would not be replete with 262 million innocent people slaughtered by their governments.

So the right to "keep and bear arms" is something ALL human beings should be acutely concerned about, should enjoy, and should demand. It's unfortunate that they don't.

6. CHILDREN AND CRIMINALS

Ironically there are three categories of human beings that HAVE the inalienable right to keep and bear, but not always the ABILITY to keep and bear. These are children, criminals and the mentally ill. Most of the perpetrators of mass shootings are children, criminals or the mentally ill.

Unfortunately the Constitution is silent on children, criminals and the mentally ill, however we can infer what the "original intent" of the Founders was by looking at the four places in the Constitution where the "right to keep and bear" is acknowledged and elaborated upon.

Many people feel that "felons" have forfeited, or waived, their right to keep and bear because they have committed a crime against God's laws.

Children on the other hand, are perceived in law as not having rights until the age of majority, so, even though God grants them the inalienable right to "keep and bear," human society seems to know best.
These things said, it is not the domain of this documentary to determine what the "age of majority" should be except to say ages should seek to be consistent.

TITLE: Majority Ages:

Age to Vote
Age to Drive
Age to Drink
Age to Gamble
Age for Consensual Sex
Age to Serve in Military
Age to Own Arms
Age to Own "Weapons of War"

For instance the age to serve in the military should be consistent with the age to vote and own weapons. A child ordered to a foreign land to slaughter the children of that land in the name of their government's so-called "war," should at least be able to VOTE for the congressmen that are supposed to authorize such "wars." But prior to July of 1971, the age to serve in the military was 18 while the voting age was 21.

Also, if a child of 18 can carry a weapon in "war" but not at "home" that's not only inconsistent, it's an invalidation of the child's abilities and responsibility level. So ages need to align.

7. THE MENTALLY ILL

And lastly, the mentally ill. Most people agree that anyone who is incompetent or unaware of the dangers of guns should not HAVE guns, especially "weapons of war." But determining WHO is mentally ill is a sticky issue.
When push comes to shove, and the whole mess ends up in court, the state brings in medical doctors known as "psychiatrists." These are the experts that "decree" whether the state's subjects are mentally competent or incompetent.

This should be a scary thought to any citizen that is uncomfortable with psychiatric drugs, mental institutions or mass shootings.

If, for instance, you ask the "average" psychiatrist if he feels mass shootings are caused by psychiatric drugs, he will most likely say: "No, they did the killing because they were mentally ill."

And this may be true because most shooters DO have mental health issues according to many studies, such as GlobalResearch.org

TITLE: Chart of 20 worst shooters and psych drugs used.

But then you might ask, "How come there was only one mass shooting in Colonial America, did they not have mental illness?"

The psychiatrist will then say: "They had mental illness, but they didn't have AK-47s."

If you then say -- "Well they also didn't have Prozac" -- the argument will come to a stalemate, the place we are today.

8. PSYCH DRUGS
Given the mentally ill do not tend to be violent -- as some psychiatrists such as Peter Breggan observe -- the question WE THE PEOPLE need to resolve is this: Are mass shootings caused by "weapons of war" or by "people on psych drugs" -- or by other things?

To shed light on this question, let's consider some facts:

According to *Scientific American* 1 in 6 Americans are on "psych drugs" and "antidepressants are the most common type of psychiatric drug."

What exactly are "psychiatric drugs"? Psych drugs break down to basically antidepressants, antipsychotics, sedatives, hypnotics, anti-anxiety pills and hypnotic sleeping pills.

**TITLE: Types of Psychotropic Drugs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Antidepressants</th>
<th>Antipsychotics</th>
<th>Sedatives</th>
<th>Hypnotics</th>
<th>Anti-anxiety</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adderall, Celexa, Chantix, Cipramil, Desyrel, Effexor, Halcion, Luvox, Paxil, Pristiq, Prozac, Ritalin, Thorazine, Xanax and Zoloft.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

You are probably familiar with many of these names given pharmaceutical companies spend millions advertising them every 10 minutes on network TV.

**TITLE: Popular Brands**

- Adderall
- Alprazolam
- Ambien
- Celexa
Chantix
Cipramil
Desyrel
Effexor
Fanapt
Halcion
Luvox
Paxil
Pristiq
Prozac
Ritalin
Strattera
Thorazine
Xanax
Zoloft

So if 1 in 6 are on psych drugs, and the U.S. population is 327 million, simple math tells us that 17% of the population -- 55 million people -- are on psych drugs. That said, if even a small percentage of these millions have adverse reactions, this translates into potentially thousands of shooters, terrorists and/or psychopathic mass killers driving vans or trucks.

And this bears out empirically. Mass shootings -- and other forms of terrorism -- have been escalating since the 1980s when a certain kind of antidepressant drug came on the market. These antidepressants are known as Selective Serotonin Reuptake Inhibitors or SSRIs.

Because data about mass shootings and government killings are all over the map, we consulted a number of studies and averaged the findings to the following summary:

**TITLE: Deaths from Mass shootings in America**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1940s</th>
<th>1950s</th>
<th>1960s</th>
<th>1970s</th>
<th>Ave</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(18)</td>
<td>(0)</td>
<td>(18)</td>
<td>(18)</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Averages before SSIRs = 18, 18, 11 = **17 Ave of Ave Shootings**

1980s - 39 (35) (73)
1990s - 62 (36) (59)
2000s - 63 (58) (82)
1010s - 153 (205) (234)
Ave 79 84 112

Averages after SSIRs = 79, 84, 112 = **92 Ave of Ave Shootings**

Prior to the 1980s, mass shootings caused an average of 17 deaths per decade.

After the 1980s, mass shootings caused an average of 92 deaths per decade.

This is a 540% increase in the time period right after SSRI antidepressants -- like Prozac, Luvox and Paxil -- became widespread.

Although correlation is not causation, this is a serious correlation between mass shootings and SSRI antidepressants.

But given carnage of mass shootings has also escalated after the introduction of "weapons of war," we have to acknowledge this is a serious correlation as well.

Most likely the CAUSE of the mass shootings is a combination of factors.

Until there are better studies -- and the Big Pharma Lobby stops interfering with such studies -- we have to acknowledge that both "SSRI antidepressants" AND "weapons of war" probably FACILITATE the quantity AND severity of mass shootings.
Let's thus move on to some realistic things that can be done to stop mass shootings. (beat)

9. GUN-FREE ZONES

Criminologists tell us that in 70% of the cases a mass shooting is over in 5 minutes -- but the police arrive in about 11 minutes.

If we had the Militia System in place, "good guys with guns" would be present all the time. Since we don't, we have two choices:

1) Wait for the local police to arrive or 2) Rely on local self-defense by individuals who conceal carry. In other words, as Wayne LaPierre of the NRA says: "The only way to stop a bad guy with a gun, is with a good guy with a gun."

And this is inevitable for how long will PARENTS allow their CHILDREN to be sitting-ducks in schools as they are slaughtered?

Anyone rubbing two brain cells together should be able to figure out that GUN-FREE ZONES are impractical, if not mass-slaughter zones.

Making laws to order guns out of criminal's hands does not work because criminals do not obey laws. All this does is disarm law-abiding citizens making them vulnerable to criminals.

Thus anyone that goes along with the chant of "gun-free zones" is actually abetting mass murder. These people should ask themselves: "What would I do if a bad guy with a gun came at me in a school, club or church -- would I be glad I was in a gun-free zone?"
"Gun-free zones" are "solutions" only cultural Marxist-indoctrinated children, criminals and the mentally ill would propose.

"Gun-free zones" are also an infringement of the Second Amendment, hence illegal.

Attempts to expand "gun-free zones" are violations of the highest law in the land, the Second Amendment, if not a form of insurrection.

10. PERSISTENTLY DANGEROUS SCHOOLS

It is thus clear that any school that is designated a "gun-free zone" is a "Dangerous School" by definition.

Dangerous Schools should be shut down until they are NOT dangerous, until they are "hardened".

In the meantime, parents and children should have a choice as to whether they want to attend Dangerous Schools or not. This choice is known as the "Voucher System."

Parents should also be encouraged to home school or private school, especially children subject to Dangerous Schools.

Obviously parents who remove their kids from Dangerous Schools and enroll them in private schools, or home school them, should be exempt from "property taxes." It's not fair that such parents pay for the education of THEIR kids AND the neighbor's kids.

If school districts refuse to remedy Dangerous Schools, property owners should not have to pay school taxes.
It goes without saying that the parents of any child killed or injured in a Dangerous School should be refunded the past year of property taxes -- possibly the past ten years. Why should a citizen pay taxes when their child was murdered at a school under government "care"?

If local governments do not provide schools that are safe, and stop infringing the citizen's right to self-defense, parents should refuse to support such schools.

11. DEFENSE PROCEDURES

So what can the federal, state and local governments -- that tax us to death -- do to make schools safe?

The first thing, as discussed earlier, is ban the foolish and illegal practice of "gun-free zones."

Security guards could be posted on campuses and openly carry guns. Any would-be assailant would then know THIS school is NOT a "gun-free zone."

Unfortunately, as we have seen in the news, security guards and even police sometimes cower from "active shooters" leaving children and citizens defenseless.

This is another reason citizens must rely on self-defense. Both teachers and administrative personnel must be armed.

These "good guys with guns" could conceal-carry and be on a rotating duty roster. They should be trained and their service should be on a volunteer basis.
The duty schedule could be random and undisclosed so any would-be assailant will never know WHO is carrying, HOW many are carrying or WHEN they are carrying.

To avoid "friendly-fire" accidents, the duty roster should be made known to the local police. Identifying insignia could be mounted by any teacher or admin personnel AFTER he or she goes into action.

These measures will be steps in the right direction, however students should also have "safe spaces" they can retreat to. These safe spaces could be classrooms, lavatories and the cafeteria.

Obviously the doors on "safe spaces" must be lockable AND bullet-resistant. Every door should have a wide-angle peephole so one can see who is banging to get in -- a desperate student or a madman with a gun?

All of these measures could convert "Dangerous Schools" into "Safe Schools."

Hardened areas, the ability to fight back, coordination with local police. THIS is "common sense" defense. Not gun-free zones, a hair-brained "solution" tossed out by the "gun-control lobby" and their puppets in the Mainstream Media.

In fact, the most comprehensive definition of a "Dangerous School" might be any school that fails to take a majority of the measures suggested here.

Again, children should refuse to attend Dangerous Schools and parents should refuse to pay property taxes for Dangerous Schools.
12. INFRINGERS

But there's more that should be done to stop mass shootings.

If WE THE PEOPLE agree that "gun-free zones" are blatant infringements of the Second Amendment, it follows that any Congressman who passes a "law" that creates a gun-free zone, or any judge that rules in favor of a gun-free zone should be actionable.

After all, the Supreme Court ruled in Marbury v. Madison that Congress cannot pass laws that are contrary to the Constitution.

Thus any politician that passes or enforces a "law" infringing the Second Amendment should be voted out of office, if not prosecuted.

Term-limits should be enacted to ensure such "deep state" politicians do not become entrenched and pass laws that create Dangerous Schools or violate the U.S. Constitution.

13: THE GLOBALIST AGENDA

We have taken a look at the various factors connected with the subject of mass shootings.

We have looked at the WHAT, WHEN, WHERE and HOW, but now let's look at WHO benefits from mass shootings and WHY they persist. This may lead us to the common thread behind mass shootings. (beat)
One hint about this common thread is that, in 1963 a citizen was gunned down in a car in Dealey Plaza, Texas. The United States Government then initiated a multi-million dollar investigation known as "The Warren Commission."

Today, even though hundreds of citizens have been gunned down in schools, churches, concerts and public spaces across America -- and others have been run over by trucks and vans across the world -- the United States Government has staged NO investigation or issued any government report. Why is this?

Is there some reason a comprehensive investigation of mass killings has never been conducted?

Many researchers feel there is -- and the reason for this is because chaos, mass killings and a "dangerous environment" serve what's known as the "Globalist Agenda."

The Globalist Agenda -- dismissed by the Mainstream Media as a mere "conspiracy theory" -- is more than a theory. It's an observable set of smaller, interdependent agendas that are motivated by profit, politics and control. Here are some scenarios that illustrate how these BAD GUYS WITH GUNS operate:

14. PROFIT MOTIVES

Big Pharma makes billions of dollars by selling psychotropic drugs, the drugs many, if not most of, the mass killers are on or coming off.

Studies have shown that Big Pharma and the FDA have a cozy relationship, often a revolving door relationship.

And it's obvious that psychiatrists and regular MDs are profiting from the endless sale of Big Pharma, because every network TV spot tells millions of viewers to "ask your doctor if Prozac is right for you."

Bear in mind this documentary is NOT saying that all of Big Pharma's product is without merit. It is simply taking a hard look at drugs that are, or may be, part of the problem -- drugs with serious side-effects.

TITLE ROLL: Side Effects of Big Pharma's Product:

NARRATOR
Given the ridiculous list of side effects active shooters are exposed to, are the American Psychiatric Association and the American Medical Association really doing their jobs? It seems side effects are worse than the diseases.

And is the FDA protecting citizens from psychiatrists and MDs who violate the Hippocratic Oath by subscribing drugs worse than the diseases or by unjustly enriching themselves by pimping Big Pharma’s product? Excessively drugging a population is a hallmark of control, something one could consider an element of a larger Agenda.

15. WARFARE STATE - ENDLESS DEBT

Other than the profit motive, a political motive is also alive and well in the DC Swamp.

It's generally well-known that Republicans tend to support the WARFARE STATE and Democrats tend to support the WELFARE STATE.

The WARFARE STATE relies on extending the National Debt in order to fund the deficits caused in no small part by Military-Industrial Complex spending.

And post 9/11 -- which many high-level researchers feel was a "false flag operation" -- we have seen the emergence of a "security state" AND a "police state" -- both covered in our previous documentary, MIDNIGHT RIDE.
The Military-Industrial Complex, the Security State and the Police State -- all elements of the Globalist Agenda -- all profit, directly or indirectly, from mass shootings and perpetual war -- again, anything that makes the environment become or seem more dangerous or chaotic.

Since the "Final Solution" of the "gun-control lobby" and the Mainstream Media is always more central policing powers, one has to assume these entities are promoting and benefiting from the Globalist Agenda.

Never are these BAD GUYS WITH GUNS interested in promoting GOOD GUYS WITH GUNS. They are only interested in infringing or destroying the Second Amendment and any Constitutional remedy for mass shootings or terrorism.

16. WELFARE STATE - ENDLESS TAXES & INSURANCE

As mentioned, it's generally well known that Democrats tend to support the WELFARE STATE.

The profit motive is thus also alive here because the Democrats support taxes at EVERY TRANSACTION; taxes by MULTIPLE GOVERNMENTS (federal, state, county and township); and taxes on EVERY ENTITY -- individuals, partnerships, corporations, LLCs, trusts, foundations, estates and even the DEAD. Yes the state even taxes assets on the dead, but uses the euphemism, "inheritance taxes," to make it look like it's taxing the LIVING.
Yes, "tax and spend Democrats" are hell-bent on taxing anything conceivable so they can expand the welfare state and move us more towards a socialist, Marxist society -- in the name of "the general welfare." To this end, the Dems have even converted MONEY and INSURANCE into taxes.

Printing MONEY -- "fiat currency" or what the Constitution calls "bills of credit" -- is a hidden tax. It's a tax because it destroys the citizen's purchasing power, especially citizens on fixed incomes. A film entitled, FIAT EMPIRE, goes into the details.

Mandatory insurance on health care and automobiles is also a hidden tax because a "tax" is any sum extracted by the state at gunpoint.

When mass shootings increase, psychiatric drug pushers and their suppliers in Big Pharma, never advocate an increase in "good guys with guns." Instead they partner with the state and force citizens to buy ever more "health" insurance while pushing the lie: "Your prices will not increase."

These anti-competitive insurance companies in each state then rape and pillage the sick, poor and mentally ill by getting them hooked on antidepressant "meds" with endless side effects.

17. REPUBLIC TO EMPIRE

Given this, it's no "conspiracy theory" that greed and "socialized medicine" are contributing to the mass murder of citizens AND the expansion of the police state.
To the degree this continues, the U.S. Empire acts more like the tyrannical governments we have seen down through history than the limited Republic established by the Founders.

And the more these "gun-control lobby"-inspired conspirators are able to grind down the population with psych-drugs; Marxist-infested schools; and fiat currency-generated debt, the greater the health of the Democrat's WELFARE STATE and the health of the GOP's WARFARE STATE -- as Randolph Bourne might have said in 1918.

It's all related and we covered it in ORIGINAL INTENT and SPOLIER -- two films NOT coming to a theater near you.

In short, the 2-party system supports the Globalist Agenda of the BAD GUYS WITH GUNS. Bush I, Clinton I, Bush II, Obama and Clinton II are all CFR-infested "bad boys with guns" serving the Globalist Agenda.

This is why Progressives and Establishment Republicans in the Deep State and the Socialist Mainstream Media are furious about the Trump Revolution.

The Globalists need to confiscate weapons from Americans so the U.S. can be brought under their CONTROL. Mass shootings -- and all manner of other terrorist acts -- serve to "justify" the confiscation of weapons.

Were WE THE PEOPLE to see merit in "good guys with guns," take back the "power of the sword" and remedy mass shootings, the WHAT, WHEN, WHERE, HOW, WHO and WHY of mass shootings and terrorist attacks would unravel.
18. THE CONTROL MOTIVE

So the control motive is the senior motive of the Globalists, the BAD GUYS WITH GUNS.

To the collectivists who run the world's major Foundations, CONTROL is sweeter than profit OR politics. And that control is what the Globalists call the "New World Order".

Actually the REAL New World Order occurred in 1776 when the Founders gave WE THE PEOPLE the U.S. Constitution and the Second Amendment -- recognizing, for the first time ever, the God-given inalienable right of self-defense against tyranny.

The Globalists want a return to the Old World Order, a despotic era of disarmed populations and endless government slaughter.

Thanks to the Second Amendment, 100 million law-abiding gunowners are all that stand between Liberty and a one-world government ruled by an unelected elite of BAD GUYS WITH GUNS.

So if you are abhorred by the nature of Government -- what you saw at the beginning of this film -- universal gun control proposed by the Globalists should REALLY concern you.

For what makes one think that even the United States is exempt from the nature of Government?

What makes one think that even Uncle Sam is not capable of chopping off heads or making his citizens march behind a man with one eye?
Most of us acknowledge that the United States is the greatest nation ever built, but it will not remain that way unless WE THE PEOPLE maintain the pillars that support it.

Words are like pillars. Thus all of the words in the Second Amendment -- especially the first 13 -- must be supported. A well regulated Militia is necessary to the security of a free state.

Maintaining the U.S. Republic as a free state is all that prevents the Globalist from consuming the entire world. If that happened we could end up with a totalitarian superstate run by BAD GUYS WITH GUNS or an immortal AI Dictator. This would make Nazi Germany seem like a frolic in the Spring. So what can we do?

19. PHYSICAL REMEDIES

What can WE THE PEOPLE do to stop mass shootings and ensure "good guys with guns" -- in harmony with good guys in our local police, Army, Navy, Marines and Air Force -- will prevail?

How can WE THE PEOPLE create a "more perfect union," avoid the Globalists' agenda and make America great again?

How can we change 5,000 years of brutal history and create a world where all beings can flourish and prosper in safety and security?

Well here's what comes to mind:

We can better educate the population about the dangers of antidepressants and other psychotropic drugs;
We can better educate the population about the dangers of alcohol as a depressant which serves as a gateway for antidepressants;

We can outlaw "gun-free zones" and acknowledge that sometimes local protection is the only thing that works;

We can vote-out, and bring to justice, rogue congressmen and judges that infringe the Second Amendment;

We can defund or close Dangerous Schools;

We can educate the public about "individualism" vs "collectivism" -- the two dominant political philosophies that are competing for our attention;

We can revitalize the Militia System with the help of Oath Keepers, the National Rifle Association and Gun Owners of America;

In short, we can demonstrate the principle of "good guys with guns" by stopping mass shootings almost exactly like a revitalized Militia System would do.

20. SPIRITUAL REMEDIES

All of these remedies will physically help create a "more perfect union" but none will do much to change the heart and spirit.

To do this we should reinstate worship in the public school system. Such worship or reverence should always be voluntary and "respect" no particular religion as stipulated in the "Establishment Clause" of the First Amendment.
When ENGEL v. VITALE was imposed by the Supreme Court in 1969, it cast a chill on religion, hence values, morals and hope. Thanks to Engel and Hollywood movies, people of faith are often treated like lepers.

It is no coincidence that shortly after religion was removed from the schools, mass shootings, and other forms of violence, escalated.

The secular may argue, but the fact is, the United States was founded as a Christian nation -- MEANING, it was heavily populated by Protestants and its Constitution was significantly informed by Biblical principles.

John Adams, one of the Founding Fathers, put it this way: "Our Constitution was made only for a moral and religious people. It is wholly inadequate to the government of any other."

If Adams is correct, and he is, worship in the schools could serve to remind children that there are values that supercede Hollywood values.

A thousand studies indicate violent movies and video games have desensitized the youth to the point whereby they are cold and insensitive to each other -- often only talking to each other via electronic gadgets.

Add to this the endless consumption of beer, wine, hard stuff, opioids and you have a Molotov cocktail just waiting to be ignited by Big Pharma's SSRI antidepressant psych drugs.

Is it any wonder mass shooters are often "quiet, lonely and lost" -- children rejected and ridiculed by their movie-indoctrinated peers?
In their depressed minds, what recourse do they have other than drugs or suicide?

And when such a child decides to end his life, often his last impulse is to also end the lives of those who abused, bullied and ostracized him.

Love, care and concern cannot be created by the State. This is why human beings created the Church. This is where lost children can begin to get back on the path of hope and sanity.

The Kids of America can make this happen if they put down the vices and pick up the will to change their hearts and spirit. And help each other do the same.

21. WE CAN BEGIN THE WORLD AGAIN

TITLE: Thomas Paine's Common Sense

"We have it in our power to begin the world over again. A situation, similar to the present, hath not happened since the days of Noah until now. The birthday of a new world is at hand ... "

NARRATOR

"Good guys with guns" is a modern parallel to the Militia System used by the Colonists for 300 years with virtually no mass shootings.

Good Guys and Good Gals serve as a demonstration of self-government through self-protection, hence a renunciation of the Globalist Agenda and the collectivist political philosophy that underlies it. In short, revitalization of a Constitutional Militia System -- as we covered in MOLON LABE and MIDNIGHT RIDE -- is the ultimate way to maintain a self-governing nation.
Unfortunately, due to rogue politicians, tyrants and usurpers embedded in the gun-control lobby, the Mainstream Media and DC Swamp, revitalization could take time. The mass shootings and the general chaos must stop.

This goal may be approachable by merely applying Militia System principles to the mass shooting and terrorism epidemic.

Some feel dispensing with guns -- especially "weapons of war" -- is the only answer. Granted, if it were an answer, then all governments would also have to be disarmed for we would not want a repeat of the mass slaughter we have seen by BAD GUYS WITH GUNS over the centuries.

This leaves us with the only realistic solution we have: replace "gun-free zones" with "good-guy zones".

Once Americans see a demonstration of how "good guys with guns" can provide "Constitutional homeland security," it may serve to revitalize interest in the Militia System. It may also serve to reduce the endless expansion of government -- STOP the Globalist Agenda -- and re-establish a limited, free state the Founding Fathers would approve.

For the dream of one of those Founding Fathers, Thomas Paine, was that we can "begin the world over again." And this hope, spoken or unspoken, continues every day, with every breath, of every citizen, in the United States of America.

For WE THE PEOPLE formed the greatest self-governing, self-defending AND self-repairing nation the world has ever seen -- "one nation under God, indivisible, with liberty and justice for all."